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Introduction

In recent years, it has become increasingly clear that one of the best ways to build a productive and prosperous society is to start early—that is, before children enter kindergarten—in building children’s foundation for learning, health, and positive behavior. From the U.S. Chambers of Commerce to the National Academy of Sciences, those planning our country’s workforce insist we will need more people, with more diverse skills, to meet the challenges of the future. In response, educators have focused on supporting learning earlier, recognizing that early learning establishes the foundation upon which all future skill development is constructed. Identifying and replicating the most important features of successful pre-K programs in order to optimize this potential is now a national imperative.

A wealth of evidence supports continued efforts to improve and scale up pre-kindergarten (pre-K) programs. This evidence is summarized in a companion report to this evaluation roadmap: “Puzzling It Out: The Current State of Scientific Knowledge on Pre-Kindergarten Effects”. 

Designing programs in a way that ensures meaningful, short- and long-term effects requires evaluation of programs over time. This goal was the focus of a series of meetings and discussions among a high-level group of practitioners and researchers with responsibility for and experience with designing, implementing and evaluating pre-k programs across the country. This report reflects the best thinking of this practitioner-research engagement effort.

As you prepare to evaluate a pre-K program, we invite you to draw upon this practice- and research-informed expertise to design early education settings that better support early learning and development. Your careful attention to evaluation will help early education systems from across the country identify the factors that distinguish effective programs from less effective ones and take constructive action to better meet our country’s educational and workforce goals.

We view this work as the equivalent of building a national highway. We must survey and compare local conditions, adapt designs to suit, map and share progress, and identify and resolve impediments so our country can get where it needs to go. This document is a guide—or roadmap—for those who are building this educational highway system; we hope it will ensure that we optimize our resources and learn from innovations along the way.
There is much good work to build upon. State-funded pre-K programs have been the focus of nearly two decades of evaluation research. This research has produced a large body of evidence on the immediate impacts of pre-K programs on children’s school achievement and pointed to some good bets about the inputs that produce these impacts.

But there is more you can do to improve existing programs and ensure that the next generation of programs builds upon this evidence. A central finding from the initial phase of pre-K evaluations is that state and local conditions vary widely, which makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions about the effectiveness of pre-K programs across locations. As the “Puzzling it Out” authors concluded, “We lack the kind of specific, reliable, consistent evidence we need to move from early models to refinements and redesigns.” We don’t have the evaluation evidence we need to apply lessons learned from first- to second-generation pre-K programs or from one district or state pre-K program to another. In short, we don’t have the information we need to inform the continuous improvement efforts called for in “Puzzling it Out” that are so essential to fulfilling the promise of pre-K for our nation’s children. It is this challenge that we take on as we attempt to build the next phase of evaluation science on firm ground so that states and school districts can continue to expand and improve their pre-K systems for the benefit of our society.

This roadmap offers direction to states and school districts at varying stages of designing, developing, implementing, and overseeing pre-K programs. It is organized around seven key questions, briefly summarized in this introduction and discussed in more detail in the full report. These questions are best addressed as an integrated series of considerations when designing and launching an evaluation so that it produces the most useful information for you and your colleagues across the country. We summarize these key questions, below.

I. What do you want to learn from an evaluation?

The departure point for any evaluation is clarity in the question(s) you want the evaluation to answer. The questions you want to answer will shape the specific information you seek and other decisions you make. Consider these three broad questions: (a) Are we doing what we planned to do (implementation studies)? (b) Are we doing it well (quality monitoring)? (c) Are we doing it well enough to achieve desired impacts (impact evaluations)? (d) What elements of program design account for the impacts (design research)? There is a logical sequence to these questions: if a program has not yet been implemented fully and with fidelity, there is little value in assessing its quality. And if a program has not yet reached an acceptable level of quality, there is little value in assessing its impacts. Once impacts are documented, replicating or
strengthening them requires identifying the active ingredients or “effectiveness factors” that produced them. To wit: transportation officials don’t road-test a highway before it has been graded and paved, and work is constantly underway to improve the materials and methods for building better highways. Similarly, don’t test the impacts of a pre-K program before it has been fully implemented and, when evaluating impacts, be sure to include assessments of program design features that might explain the impacts. The data you collect while assessing program implementation, quality, and impacts will help you interpret and improve the program’s capacity to contribute to children’s learning in both the short- and longer-term.

II. What kind of program are you evaluating?

Specificity is key to all that comes after. One of the biggest challenges we face in securing comparable data from pre-K evaluations conducted across districts and states is the fact that there is no single approach to providing pre-K education. Different states have adopted different models and implemented different systems, and districts within states often adapt models and strategies to meet local needs. Many target pre-K systems to children at risk of poor school performance (usually those in poverty), while others offer pre-K to all 4-year-olds and even 3-year-olds, regardless of their socioeconomic status. Programs also differ by length and location. Some provide full-day programs, others provide half-day programs, and still others provide both. Virtually all states provide pre-K in school-based classrooms, but most also provide programs in Head Start and/or community-based child care settings—often with differing teacher qualifications and reimbursement rates. Funding for pre-K programs is often braided into federal and state child care subsidies as well as funding for other programs, such as those affiliated with Head Start, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, and the Every Student Succeeds Act.

Importantly, given the wide variation in pre-K programs across and within states, the first step in designing an evaluation must be to map the landscape of pre-K education in your area. Be sure to answer the following questions: How is it funded? Where is it provided? Which children and families participate in pre-K, for how much time during the school day and year, and with what attendance rates?

Moreover, because of this variation in how the provision of pre-K education is approached in different locales, as well as in program design features such as teacher qualifications and support, and reliance on specific curricula or instructional strategies, approaching pre-K as a monolithic program to be evaluated by a single set of broad questions (e.g., Is it well implemented? Did it work?) will not yield particularly
actionable data. The more informative task is to understand the *conditions* under which pre-K is well implemented, provides quality services, and produces impacts. Thus, understanding the key elements of variation in your pre-K program, as well as “best bet” candidates for design features that may explain your findings, is foundational to designing useful evaluations. Research-practice partnerships can be especially valuable in this context.

III. Is the evaluation design strong enough to produce reliable evidence?

*— Weighting the Strength of Your Design —*

Different, though overlapping, research strategies are needed for different evaluation questions, namely those addressing (a) implementation, (b) quality monitoring, (c) impacts, and (d) program design. For questions about implementation and quality, the core design challenges relate to representation and validity. The representation challenge is to obtain data from a sufficiently representative and large sample of settings (and classrooms within settings), while the validity challenge is to ensure the use of assessment tools that capture variation in the key constructs of interest. For questions about impacts and the design elements that produce them, the core challenges relate to causality and counterfactual evidence (i.e., effects that would have arisen anyway in the absence of the pre-K program or model under review). The causality challenge is to provide the most compelling evidence that impacts can be ascribed to the pre-K program or model under study rather than to other factors. The counterfactual challenge is to be as precise as possible in identifying a non-pre-K (or “different” pre-K) comparison group from which sufficient information can be gathered about children’s non-pre-K or other-pre-K experiences. Select a design that best meets these challenges and, at the same time, be sure to collect data that are not subject to bias. Importantly, different participant enrollment strategies (e.g., by lottery, with an age or income cut-off) yield different possibilities for enhancing design strength. Efforts to identify the program elements that account for impacts entails a thorough understanding of key features along which programs vary, as well as current knowledge of elements that are surfacing in other pre-K evaluations as strong candidates for effectiveness factors. Also note: Longitudinal evaluations that address long-term impacts entail additional design considerations (e.g., selection of measures that are appropriate for a span of grades, sample attrition, and how to manage) that should be considered before launching a study of longer-term impacts.
IV. Which children and how many should you include in your evaluation?

— Weighting the Strength of Your Design —

This question is about sampling strategy. The first step is to consider whom your program serves and whether you want to document its effects on specific subgroups. If so, the next step is to determine whether to identify subgroups by participant characteristics (e.g., home language, special needs status, race and gender, degree of economic, or other hardship) or program features (e.g., part-time or full-time schedule; school-based classroom or other setting; number of years children spend in the program). You may want to know, for example, if all children in the program have equal access to well-implemented programs in high-quality settings or if access varies across participants. Subgroup studies require samples of sufficient size and representation as well as measurement tools that are suitable for all participants. Another critical task is identifying the right comparison group. Ideally, the evaluation will compare “apples to apples.” That is, it will compare children who do participate in the pre-K program with similar children who do not – or children who attend pre-K programs that do one thing or have certain features to those who attend programs that do another thing or have different features (e.g., school- vs. community-based programs; programs using one instructional model or curriculum versus another) – so that program participation or model is the main difference between the two groups. Random assignment designs are the best way to ensure apples-to-apples comparisons, but there are other commonly used and well-respected approaches to use when random assignment is not possible. Even with alternative approaches, the collection of pre-test information about children who do and do not participate in pre-K or who participate in different pre-K models prior to enrollment will strengthen your capacity to produce reliable conclusions.

V. What are the most important data to collect?

— Fitting Tools to Task —

Choosing measures for an evaluation study can be time-consuming and expensive. A good
starting place is to familiarize yourself with data that has already been collected (e.g., administration data, school records, testing data, enrollment and financial forms, etc.) and assess its completeness and quality. Then, determine what is missing, keeping your key questions in mind. If your questions are about ensuring access to high-quality pre-K classrooms for all children, you will collect different data than if your questions are about designing classrooms to promote inclusive peer interactions or increasing the odds of third-grade reading proficiency. Draft tightly focused questions to avoid the temptation to collect a little data on a lot of things; instead, do the reverse: collect a lot of data on a few things. It is helpful to think about four buckets of data to collect: (a) child and family characteristics that may affect children’s responses to pre-K programs, (b) characteristics of teachers and other adults in the program who support implementation and program quality, (c) pre-K program design features and dosage, and (d) children’s outcomes tied to pre-K goals and theories of change. Questions that address pre-K implementation and quality monitoring will necessarily focus on pre-K program characteristics and dosage, but information on child and family characteristics will be helpful in interpreting the findings. Questions that address pre-K impacts require coordinating measurement from all three buckets. Impact questions that extend beyond outcomes at the end of the pre-K year entail additional data-related considerations, such as pre-K-to-elementary system data linkage and how best to measure your constructs of interest at different ages.

VI. How will you get the data?

There are many more and various data sources and strategies for obtaining data than you might imagine. Existing administrative and program data (e.g., state, district, and school records, Quality Rating and Improvement System data, data from other systems such as child welfare services or income support offices) are a good place to start, although it is critical to assess the completeness and quality of these data. Prior and ongoing pre-k evaluation efforts in other locales offer fertile ground for data collection approaches to consider (see also the benefits of research-practice partnerships). There are cost, time, training, and intrusion trade-offs to consider when deciding whether to ask parents, teachers, coaches, or principals to provide data; to conduct direct assessments of children; to independently observe classrooms; and so on. In the end, you want to ensure that, having decided what to measure, you next decide how and from whom to collect those data to ensure maximum data quality.
VII. What else should you consider before you start?

Infrastructure, partnerships, and stakeholders

Planning, launching, and seeing an evaluation effort to completion (and then considering its implications for policy, practice, and next stage research) are all essential parts of effective pre-K programming. The feasibility and quality of an evaluation depends on setting up the necessary infrastructure (e.g., implementing ethical research practices and procedures, ensuring adequate staff and clarifying roles, storing and archiving data, setting up advisory committees and review processes, producing reports, etc.). Forging partnerships with local universities and colleges can be helpful in this regard. Policy-practice-research partnerships can also create an evaluation team with a broader collective skillset and lend important external credibility to the findings your efforts produce. Pre-K programs and their evaluations affect many stakeholders, including families, teachers and support staff, principals, superintendents, and other education policymakers. Informing these stakeholder groups about your evaluation at the beginning of the process, and keeping them in the loop as the evaluation proceeds and begins to produce evidence, is not only best practice for strong community relations but will greatly enhance the chances that your evidence will be used for program improvement efforts. And that is, after all, the goal of providing a strong roadmap for your evaluation effort.

VIII. Concluding thought

We have designed this roadmap for optimizing pre-K programs across the country so that children have a better chance of succeeding in school and beyond. This depends on building a stronger pre-K infrastructure that is based on sound evaluation science. We aim to provide sufficient detail and advice to ensure that future pre-K evaluations will get our country where it needs to go. We view this work as the equivalent of building a national highway. As social scientists who have engaged over many years with local and state policymakers and practitioners to conduct research about state and district pre-K programs, we have struggled with many of the questions addressed here. By sharing a roadmap and the knowledge gained from our experiences, we hope to contribute to construction of a strong, reliable “highway” infrastructure of pre-K programs that better meets our country’s educational and workforce goals.
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Evaluations of pre-K programs in districts and states across the nation have produced strikingly uniform evidence of short-term success. Children who attend pre-K are better prepared for school than children who do not attend pre-K. This is was the conclusion of a panel of pre-K experts in a companion report to this evaluation roadmap. “Puzzling It Out: The Current State of Scientific Knowledge on Pre-Kindergarten Effects” summarizes what current evaluation evidence tells us about the impacts of pre-K programs and concludes with a call to accompany ongoing implementation and expansion with rigorous evaluation of pre-K impacts and the factors that produce and sustain impacts.  

But, designing and evaluating programs in a way that contributes to continuous improvement over time takes proactive, intentional, and sustained planning. This roadmap is designed to contribute to such efforts – to build the next phase of pre-K evaluation science on firm ground so that states and school districts can continue to expand and improve their pre-K systems for the benefit of our society. As with any good roadmap, we guide you through the steps of knowing where you want to go, what you have to work with and how to prevent problems that would derail the effort. This guide offers direction to states and school districts at varying stages of designing, developing, implementing, and overseeing pre-K programs. It is organized around seven key questions that must be addressed when designing and launching an evaluation so that it produces the most useful information. Those questions are:

What do you want to learn from the evaluation?
What kind of program are you evaluating?
Is the evaluation design strong enough to produce reliable evidence?
Which children and how many do you want to include in your evaluation?
What are the most important data to collect?
How will you get the data?
What else should you consider before you start?
I. What do you want to learn from an evaluation?

An essential first step in planning an evaluation is to identify the question the program designers seek to answer. Most people, when they think about evaluations, think about impacts on the program participants — the “did it work?” question. But, there are other equally important evaluation questions that may need to precede and/or accompany the impact question. Sometimes you need to know whether a program was implemented properly (implementation studies). This entails understanding your program goals, your theory of change, and how you have operationalized these goals and ideas about how to achieve them. If, for example, your goal is to improve third-grade reading scores, you may have initiated a new pre-K reading curriculum. Of course, you want to know if the curriculum is producing the desired outcome, but first you need to know if the curriculum has been implemented with fidelity. Are teachers using the curriculum guide, are they spending the required time on reading instruction, and are they using the correct assessment instruments?

Sometimes you need to know if the program is being done well, namely meeting your quality standards or benchmarks (quality monitoring). To stay with the reading example, even if you find that the curriculum is being implemented with fidelity, there is likely variation across classrooms and schools with regard to how well it is being implemented. To capture program quality or other elements (e.g., bilingual or English-only instruction, extent of inclusion of children with special needs) requires observations and assessment instruments that can tap meaningful variation in dimensions of classroom processes that matter for children, e.g., how well do teachers ensure that the children are engaged with the reading lessons and materials, to what extent do they make sure all children are progressing through the curriculum?

Turning to impact evaluations, you might be interested in average impacts across all study participants or in impacts on particular subgroups of students—or both. As evaluators, you must also identify the outcomes on which you expect to find impacts (see Section V for a deep discussion of outcomes to measure). Are you evaluating a narrow set of outcomes or a broad set? Are you evaluating a program’s direct effects on outcomes (reading test scores) and indirect effects (self-regulation skills that may affect the children’s capacity to focus on reading lessons and thus improve their test scores), or only the former? At the end of the pre-K year, evaluators will likely want to assess outcomes that best align with program goals, such as academic achievement, social skills, health, and so on. As children progress through school, you may want to expand the evaluation to include outcomes that are not as closely aligned with the program, such as placement in special education programs, grade repetition, or attendance rates.
Given the strong evidence base on pre-K impacts, at least in the short-term, many in the field are now turning their attention to understanding the program design elements, or active ingredients, that distinguish effective programs (or classrooms). In other words, rather than (just) asking “did it work?” they are asking “why”, “under what conditions”, and “for whom did it work?” Some of the most promising design elements currently under investigation are (i) curricula that are known to build foundational and increasingly complex skills and knowledge, coupled with (ii) professional development and coaching that enable teachers (iii) to create organized and engaging classrooms.1,2

In sum, before you embark on an evaluation of your pre-K program, ask yourself which question you want and need to answer. This will then direct you to (a) an implementation study, (b) a quality monitoring study, (c) an impact evaluation, or (d) a study of design elements. Importantly, these are not necessarily mutually exclusive endeavors. Just as building a highway entails starting with the right materials, grading and paving the road, and then testing whether the road performs as expected, it makes sense to assess whether the important elements of your program are in place (implementation) and reaching an adequate level of quality before assessing impacts and attempting to account for them. The good news is that at least some of the data that you collect to address one question will be informative in addressing the next question as you move along your roadmap in this progression of evaluation studies.

II. What kind of program are you evaluating?

The first step when conducting a pre-K evaluation, whether it is focused on implementation, program quality, or program impact, is to understand how pre-K is delivered in your district and/or state. It is critical to know, in detail, what you are studying so you can interpret your findings accurately and consider their implications in a real-world context. Key metrics to capture are: (a) funding mechanisms (how is it funded?), (b) where the program is provided (e.g., in a school or community center?), (c) eligibility (whom does it serve and how are they selected?), and (d) program hours and length. Keep these metrics in mind when considering what data to collect (Section V).

Funding & Where the Program is Provided

Increasingly, states are coordinating and consolidating funds across the fragmented early education and care sector to better meet children’s needs. Pre-K programs can blend or braid funds from federal, state, and/or local sources, each
of which carries its own stipulations and guidelines, to create the highest-quality and most comprehensive program possible. These “mixed delivery” programs increasingly populate the landscape of pre-K programs in the United States. Together, they seek to meet the diverse needs of children and families. At the same time, this can pose a challenge to evaluation efforts: as funding streams merge together, comparisons between children’s experiences in different settings become more difficult to make. Comparing children in a Head Start program with those in a pre-K program, for example, is more complex if the Head Start program also accepts pre-K funds. Comparisons across states that deliver and fund pre-K in very different ways are also difficult. Some states, like Oklahoma, meet demand by providing pre-K primarily through the public school system, while others, like Florida and Georgia, take a broader approach, providing programs in settings including public schools, Head Start, and various types of child care centers.

**Eligibility**

Evaluators must consider myriad eligibility issues when defining the pre-K program’s target population, each of which has implications for the research design. Participants’ age is a key consideration. Most statewide pre-K programs focus primarily on children who turn 4 the year before they enter kindergarten, though some allow 3-year-olds to attend. In these cases, some 4-year-olds will have experienced two years versus one year of the program, thus creating a pre-existing association between age and program duration.

Another key consideration relates to availability. Is the program universal (offered to all children) or targeted (limited to a particular group)? Each approach has benefits and drawbacks, and decisions are often driven by cost. This difference, though, has important implications for pre-K evaluation studies. Evaluators must identify the right children to serve as a comparison group. This is relatively straightforward when studying targeted programs; researchers can simply match or otherwise compare children who enroll in pre-K with similar children who do not. Comparisons are more challenging when evaluating universal programs because children who do not participate may differ in key ways from those who do (see discussion of the Selection Challenge, below).

A common eligibility criterion in targeted programs is family income. This is the primary eligibility factor used by Head Start, which determines income eligibility based on the federal poverty level (FPL). Children in families whose incomes fall below a certain percentage of the FPL, such as 100 or 130 percent, may qualify to attend. (In some places, state median incomes are used instead.) These income-targeted programs focus primarily on children from economically disadvantaged families, based on the theory that they reap especially strong benefits from participation. Other types of targeting criteria identify children who are vulnerable or at-risk for reasons other than family income, such as those who have special needs, have teen parents, live in households with family members who do not speak English, have experienced abuse or neglect, or are in foster care. Whether a program is universal or targeted, eligibility criteria must be clearly specified by the funding agency, as these details will influence your subsequent decisions about research design and comparison groups.
Program Hours and Length

Pre-K programs operate for different hours and months of the year. A program might offer part-year (e.g., 9-months or a school-year calendar) or full-year programming, and/or may provide full-day and half-day options or offer extended care before and after the standard 6.5-hour K-12 school day. A program’s available hours of care, and whether those hours align with caregivers’ work schedules, affect which children can attend.

We anticipate larger effects in skill development as children’s exposure to pre-K education increases. Therefore, an evaluation that successfully accounts for variation in programs should require documentation and inclusion of information about program hours and length duration and average dosage (e.g., hours per day, attendance) measures. Carefully documenting intensity and duration is an important step in ensuring that program evaluators consider these measures when characterizing program effects, identifying comparison groups for rigorous study designs (see Section III), and, when appropriate, controlling for dosage or duration when assessing the link between program participation and outcomes.

III. Is the evaluation design strong enough to produce reliable evidence?

— Weighting the Strength of Your Design —

The evaluation design you use depends, first and foremost, on the questions you seek to answer. Regardless of whether your questions are about implementation, program quality, or program impacts, detailed information about the pre-K program will enable you to select settings (and classrooms within settings) that are representative of the pre-K program or population of interest (the representation challenge). This can be accomplished through a random sampling of settings and/or classrooms across the whole pre-K program. Or, it can be accomplished by sampling that first sorts settings/classrooms into certain buckets (e.g., those with more or less experienced teachers or those serving larger or smaller numbers of students who are learning more than one language at a time) and then randomly sample within each bucket. This latter approach is called stratified random sampling. Carefully selecting the programs to study, as well as a large enough sample of them, will ensure that your findings accurately reflect the pre-K program as a whole.
A strong evaluation uses assessment tools that capture variation in the key constructs of interest (the validity challenge). A valid measure is one that measures what it purports to measure, e.g., does a measure of vocabulary knowledge show a strong association with language achievement tests? Evidence of validity can often be found in reports on the development of the measure or in large-scale studies using the measure.

The biggest design challenges occur in efforts to assess and interpret the impacts of pre-K programs. When asking whether a pre-K program works, the answer must be ascribed to the pre-K program itself and not to other factors, such as differing family circumstances of children who participate and those who do not (the causality challenge). Ideally, we would compare the effects of a pre-K program on a group of children to what would have happened if those same children had not attended the program. But, this is impossible. The next best option is finding some kind of comparison group of children who did not participate in pre-K to assess program impacts. The similarity between the group of children who are or will be attending the program and the comparison group of children will greatly influence the validity and credibility of your findings. Finding virtually identical pre-K participants and comparison children is difficult because children who attend pre-K are often different from those who do not. In targeted programs, for example, the families of children who attend pre-K may have lower incomes or more risk factors than those who do not, especially if program administrators seek out the “neediest” families.

In the context of thinking about children who received pre-K and those who did not – the comparison that generates the answer to “does pre-K work?” – you must also think about what design elements of the pre-K program give rise to the effects, if positive effects are found. An understanding of the “why” pre-K might work (not just “if” pre-K works) requires data on the specific program features that current research suggests are particularly powerful predictors of program impacts (e.g., quality of instruction in specific learning domains; time spent in instruction in those specific domains; see “Puzzling It Out”).

Other criteria can affect which eligible families choose to enroll their children in pre-K (the selection challenge) – who selects pre-K and who does not? For instance, mothers with higher education levels are both more likely to enroll their child in pre-K and also more likely to engage in cognitively stimulating activities at home, thereby muddying the association between pre-K exposure and children’s learning outcomes.

Finally, you will be best able to interpret your results if you have information on the experiences of the comparison children during the pre-K year(s) (the counterfactual challenge). Counterfactual refers to alternative realities or options for the children who attended pre-K. For example, were the children who were not enrolled in pre-K instead at home with their parents? Or were they in a different early care and education arrangement? There is some evidence that when comparisons are made between children who attended pre-K and those who stayed at home, the positive impacts on the pre-K children are larger (by comparison) than when comparisons are made between pre-K children and children who attended other early education programs.7,8
### Randomized Control Trial (and Close Approximations Thereof)

When choosing programs for impact evaluations directed at questions about whether pre-K participation boosts children’s learning relative to some alternative, opt for programs that randomly select participants from among eligible children. Random assignment of slots in a pre-K program ensures that the children who are assigned a space are, on average, the same as those who are not on all other important dimensions. This protects against factors that can contaminate your findings, notably Selection Challenges. Consider a situation where parents can freely enroll their children in a voluntary universal pre-K program. In this case, the children who attend the program might be, on average, very different from the children who do not attend. In addition to different family income levels, these children may also differ according to family background, parental involvement, or other dimensions. These dimensions may influence standardized test scores in later grades, socio-emotional adjustment, or other outcomes of interest. Comparing the outcomes of attendees and non-attendees would then confound the true impacts of pre-K with the impacts of these other factors and characteristics. Randomly assigned programs can inoculate your study against these differences.

In contemporary scaled-up pre-K programs, where random assignment is not always possible, the next best option is a lottery, which (ideally) randomly assigns slots to children when demand for the program exceeds available

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Representation Challenge:</td>
<td>Does the evaluation sub-sample represent the population of interest?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity Challenge:</td>
<td>Do the assessments actually capture the outcomes of interest?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[FOR IMPACT STUDIES]: Causality Challenge:</td>
<td>Can you confidently ascribe impacts to the pre-K program?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection Challenge:</td>
<td>Can you be sure that impacts are not due to characteristics of the enrolled children or their families that affect their odds of participating in pre-K?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterfactual Challenge:</td>
<td>Do the impacts vary with the circumstances of those not attending pre-K?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
space. If interested students are randomly selected to participate in a pre-K program and data can be collected about both groups of students (those who won and those who did not win the lottery), then a fairly straightforward impact analysis can be conducted by comparing the average outcomes of those selected to participate by the lottery (i.e. the treatment group) with the average outcomes of those who were not selected (i.e., the control group).

Under random assignment, the effect of the treatment – in this case, pre-K participation – can be estimated by subtracting the control group’s mean outcomes (such as test scores, special education assignments, grade retention, etc.) from the treatment group’s mean outcomes. Comparing mean outcomes between those randomly assigned to treatment (pre-K) and control (no pre-K or pre-K alternative) groups yields an estimate of the impact of being offered a pre-K slot. In the parlance of program evaluation, this is known as the “intention to treat” (ITT) estimate. Applied to a lottery design, in some lotteries not all winners accept offers to attend. To account for this, and to estimate the impact of attending a pre-K program (the so-called “treatment on treated” effect [TOT]), one must also estimate the difference in the shares of children attending pre-K between the treatment and control groups. Say, for example, that 80 percent of the treatment group enrolled in the program, and 20 percent of the control group found a way to enroll in a different pre-K program (e.g., in another school or school district). In this case, the treatment-control difference in the shares attending pre-K would be 60 percent (0.8 − 0.2 = 0.6). To estimate the impact of attending pre-K, one could then divide the “intention to treat” estimate by the treatment-control difference in enrollment shares (or, as in the case above, 0.6). The “treatment on treated” effect will thus be larger than the “intention to treat” estimate if there is anything other than perfect compliance with random assignment.

Regression Discontinuity Design

A randomized evaluation design may not always be feasible. For example, a pre-K program that focuses on children who are in greatest need of pre-K services (with “need” defined on the basis of family income, test scores, or some combination of criteria) cannot be evaluated using a randomized design. By intent, the children who attend this program will be lower-income and/or have less academic preparation than those who do not. There is no random assignment; comparing the outcomes of attendees with non-attendees would confound the impact of the program with the impact of the differing “needs” represented in the treatment and control children. However, alternative and strong evaluation designs are possible.

Regression discontinuity designs (RDD) are one of these alternatives. This design can be used whenever children are assigned to pre-K (or not) based on some arbitrary cutpoint. Here we provide an overview of a generic and relatively simple RDD. For a fuller treatment of the application of RDD to pre-K studies, see Lipsey, Weiland, et al., 2015.9

Let’s consider a school district with a universal pre-K program that assigns children to pre-K using date of birth (as is often the case with entry into Kindergarten). If eligibility for that program is determined by date of birth, such as September 30th (e.g., children must be 4 years old by September 30th to be eligible to attend), then children who turn 4 in the days and weeks before September 30th are eligible, while those
who turn 4 soon after are not. There is no reason to believe that children born on September 30th and those born on October 1st are systemically different from each other; this is a key assumption of this approach. But, one will receive pre-K and the other will have to wait another year to enroll. As a result, pre-K eligibility by age is almost “as good as” random assignment among a subset of children whose birthdays are close to the Sept. 30th cut-off. By September 30th of the following year, the first group of children will have attended pre-K and the second group of children will just be entering pre-K, allowing for strong estimates of the impact of the pre-K program.

Figure 1 provides a hypothetical illustration of this regression discontinuity design. The broken line to the right of the birthday cut-off date shows the hypothetical test scores of the pre-K group, and the solid line to the left of the cut-off date depicts the counterfactual, or what the alternative reality would have been for the pre-K participants had they not attended pre-K. If the real data show a significant difference (a gap) between the test scores representing the pre-K group and those representing the counterfactual (the children who have to wait a year), it is reasonable to ascribe it to the impacts of the pre-K program.

Another example of a regression discontinuity design uses an income cut-off as the dividing line between those children who attend pre-K and those who do not. Consider a school district that has decided to fund two pre-K classrooms of 20 children each, for the lowest-income children in a community. Far more children are eligible than the 40 that can be served by the program. School administrators rank the
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children by income, from the lowest to the highest, and offer a slot to students ranked #1 through #40. Comparing the average outcomes of the children who attend the pre-K program (those ranked #1 through #40) with those who do not (those ranked #41 and above) can be problematic, for the reasons described above. Nevertheless, this approach can yield valid results. The first few students denied access (e.g., those ranked #41 through #45) come from families with incomes that are, on average, likely to be very similar to those who are barely eligible (e.g., students ranked #36 through #40). So, even though pre-K attendance is not randomly assigned in this case, as it would be in a lottery, the data are almost “as good as” randomly assigned data—at least among the subset of children from families with incomes that place them at or near the threshold for program eligibility.

In both the birthday and income cut-off examples, there are several important issues to note:

1. A key aspect of this design is to measure the same outcomes at the end of the pre-K year for both the children in the program and those not (yet) in the program. It is these outcomes that are then compared.

2. Because the children close to the cut-offs best fit the assumptions of random assignment (i.e., there are no differences between pre-K participants and non-participants other than the experience of pre-K), it is important to first restrict the analytic sample to this smaller group (e.g., children with birthdays between August and November in the case of a birthday cut-off) and then expand the sample to include children at greater distances from the cut-off. The smaller sample will be more defensible as meeting the assumptions of random assignment but will also be less representative of the broader population of young children.

3. Sometimes programs allow a few families to “break the rule” and thus enroll in the program when they are not really eligible and some eligible families will not participate even though they can. If these children are removed from the analytic sample, you will generate results that are considered to provide effects if the “treatment on the treated”. If you include them, the results are considered to represent an “intention to treat” effect. There are pros and cons to both approaches and it is often a good idea to do both and consider the “true” effect somewhere in between.

4. This approach has an important limitation in that it is only capable of yielding estimates of impacts at the start of kindergarten: children who just completed pre-K are compared to children just entering pre-K, which means that one year later both groups will have received pre-K thus obviating pre-K vs. not-pre-K comparisons.

**Alternative Control Group Approach**

Thus far, we have considered design procedures at the local (e.g., school or school district) level. From an impact evaluation perspective, research designs with strong experimental or quasi-experimental components are ideal but not essential. At times, for example, school districts will not have or provide sufficient data to support an evaluation that includes a control group, as in the designs discussed above. In this case, the best course is to gather data across school districts (but this is only possible when districts use similar implementation approaches and collect similar data).
If a pre-K program is fully funded and does not have to turn children away, researchers can still tease out the program’s impact by comparing pre-k participants in one district to non-recipients in another district. For instance, if a pre-K program is adopted in a subset of districts, then evaluators can compare the difference in outcomes between treated districts and other similar districts. Or, if a pre-K program is adopted in a few elementary schools in a large district, evaluators might compare outcomes to other, non-treated elementary schools in the same district. This approach – comparing the differences in outcomes between pre-K participants and non-participants in different districts (or cohorts) is referred to as a difference-in-difference analysis.

To implement a successful difference-in-differences study, evaluators need comparable data on outcomes in the district or schools that offered pre-K before and after the program was introduced as well as in other, demographically similar areas that do not offer the program.

Difference-in-difference approaches can also be implemented after the fact by comparing the aggregate experience of students in one state to that in another comparable state or set of states. Several high-quality studies of universal pre-K programs in Oklahoma and Georgia have taken this approach. In Oklahoma, which adopted a statewide, universal pre-K program in 1998, evaluators used a variety of federally collected datasets to track participation rates and student outcomes. To account for other factors (such as general trends and changing demographics), researchers compared “before” and “after” outcomes in Oklahoma to those in other states. The challenge to this kind of approach is finding a control group that closely resembles the treatment group before the program is introduced. In the Oklahoma study, researchers were able to find these kinds of groups in southern states (other than Georgia, which adopted its own universal program in 1995).


IV. Which children and how many do you want to include in your evaluation?

— Weighting the Strength of Your Design —

After determining the research question and evaluation design, the next step is to develop a plan (a.k.a., a sampling strategy) to select the number and characteristics of children who will be studied. For example, if your question is about program implementation, you are probably only sampling children who are enrolled in the pre-K program. If you are asking a question about impacts, you will need to sample a mix of children who attended pre-K and children who did not. If you are trying to understand if one program model is more effective than another, you will want to compare children who attend pre-K programs that do one thing or have certain features to those who attend programs that do another thing or have different features. If you want to know whether impacts are stronger according to a specific participant characteristic or set of characteristics (e.g., household income, home language, special needs status, race and gender) or program features (e.g., instructional model or time spent on specific instructional content; part-time or full-time schedule; school-based classroom or other setting; number of years children spend in the program), you will need to recruit samples of sufficient size and representation, as well as select measurement tools that are suitable for all participants. For all of these analyses, you will need to identify a comparison group or counterfactual condition.

Power Analyses and Sampling

The first important consideration is sample size; the study needs a sample of participants that has the statistical power to detect effects. If the sample is too small, evaluators risk finding no effect—even when one is present. There are several important drivers of statistical power to consider when determining sample sizes. For instance, the anticipated size of the effect can shape the sample size needed: identifying a smaller effect requires a larger sample size. Research suggests that one year of preschool generally has larger effects on early reading skills than on social-emotional skills. An evaluation of a pre-K’s impact on early reading would thus require a smaller sample of children than an evaluation of impacts on social-emotional skills.

Fortunately, several free and easy-to-use calculators can walk evaluators through sample size calculations. Sample size aside, including a pre-test measure of the outcome (e.g., social-emotional ratings from right before pre-K program entry) can increase power and precision to detect significant effects.

Subgroup Sampling

If you do not have the resources to include all study children but are interested in studying the impact of the program on subgroups of students, evaluators can use an over-sampling procedure to draw a larger sample size. Say, for example, you want to study the effects of the
program on students with special needs, but these students comprise only 10 percent of the program. In this case, evaluators could sample all children in the program with special needs, while drawing a subsample of typically developing children. If resources are available to test for differences in outcomes between treatment and control groups in the full sample, sampling strategies that permit subgroup analyses are important to consider. Even if no impacts are detected in the full sample, impacts for certain subgroups may mask or offset overall effects. If impacts are observed in the full sample, they may vary in intensity, or disappear entirely, when broken down by subgroup. Thus, sampling strategies should consider the statistical power that subgroup analyses have to detect differences in experimental groups—both overall and by subdivisions of interest.

**Sample Selection and the Counterfactual**

As discussed in Section II, a pre-K program’s impact depends on differences between children’s experiences in the program and in other child care or early education programs they would have experienced if they were not enrolled in the pre-K program (i.e., the counterfactual condition). Sample selection plays an important role in allowing researchers to make valid comparisons to counterfactual conditions: to effectively measure whether program impacts differ depending on program characteristics (such as program location or program intensity), evaluators must determine whether significant differences exist between children who experience one type of pre-K program versus another. If you want to know whether children who attend pre-K in a public school have different outcomes than those who attend it in child care centers, evaluators must account for the possibility that the subset of kids who attend programs in school-based settings might differ in important ways from the subset who attend programs in other settings. Of course, under random assignment, this is not an issue as characteristics of children are evenly distributed across those in pre-K and those in comparison settings.

The recent literature on this process offers several different sample selection examples from which to draw. Studies of programs in Tulsa and Boston sampled all treatment and control group children whose families consented to participate. Evaluators of Tennessee’s voluntary statewide pre-K program followed the full population of study children via administrative records and selected an intensive subsample to assess through a battery of tests that aligned with program goals.
V. What are the most important data to collect?

To evaluate the program’s effect on children, families, schools, and communities, it’s important to think about the type, collection, and use of data prior to the pre-K program’s implementation or expansion. Advance planning increases the likelihood that needed data will be available and may also save money. The pre-K program itself will generate a lot of data, such as information about program characteristics and the number of children served and their characteristics. These data are important for running the program (e.g., implementation studies or quality monitoring) but usually are not sufficient for evaluating program impacts. This is because such data are available for children in the program but not for comparison groups; even the data collected on program children may be insufficient for research purposes (see page 11). Most impact evaluation methodologies require data on control or comparison groups and seek to answer different research questions. Data collection efforts for these evaluations should consider and include sources of data that are available for children who are not in the program as well as those who are. We underscore that most existing pre-K evaluation studies have not collected intensive “features of the program” (e.g., classroom quality observations) data on both the program and comparison groups, which makes understanding “what works and why” difficult: in an ideal world, identical data would be gathered on both groups, to permit analyses of sources of impact variation.

Ideally, evaluators will collect data on measures that distinguish pre-K programs from alternatives, to illuminate what participating children actually experienced. Evaluators might consider measures such as the number, frequency, and length of coaching visits to a classroom and the characteristics of coaching (i.e., what it looks like). Both impact studies and evaluations of program quality or effectiveness of implementation require collecting measures that effectively capture this or other information about measures such as classroom quality or teacher and child attendance data – for program classrooms as well as comparison settings or classrooms. Evaluators can use these data to communicate descriptive statistics to teachers, coaches, directors, and stakeholders; monitor the quality of the program; and inform implementation efforts.

These same factors, used either as covariates (a variable such as family income or child gender that may – along with program features – predict the outcome) or outcomes in implementation studies, are also informative in an impact evaluation. But it is equally important to consider factors that may contribute to or help explain differences in program effects, like family income. In a state that offers universal pre-K programs serving both low- and middle-income children, it may be worthwhile to examine whether the program has the same impact on the subgroup of low-income children as it does on the middle-income children. In a study of a
program that enrolls a substantial number of dual language learners (i.e., children who are learning more than one language at a time), it may be important to examine whether dual-language learners and native speakers experience similar outcomes (while also taking into account issues around the language of assessment for outcome measures mentioned earlier). In a program with substantial variability in classroom quality or teacher qualifications, it might be important to examine differences in impact on the basis of these classroom characteristics. Depending on how the pre-K program is organized or on variability across the state programs, some factors may be of greater importance to consider than others. The particular subgroups of interest depend on the questions evaluators are asking.

Ultimately, evaluators need to make decisions about which measures to collect and when to collect them based on the research question, evaluation type, and study design. We proceed by identifying a comprehensive list of measures that capture sources of variability in pre-K programs that researchers should use at their discretion. These include: (a) participant outcomes grounded in a program’s conceptual framework and guided by theory and research; (b) characteristics of pre-K teachers, programs, classrooms, eligibility, and exposure that will help you understand whether and why the program was effective; and (c) child and family characteristics that may serve as covariates and that affect the impact of participation on outcomes.

**Outcome Measures**

Choosing appropriate outcome measures is one of the most important and challenging aspects of conducting a well-designed impact study. Many different measures exist to assess skills, and sorting through them can be daunting. Some studies have reviewed measures at length and offer guidance. Rather than recommend particular measures, we advise selecting measures based on a balanced set of principles.

First, choose measures that align with the child developmental domains targeted by a given program. If a preschool program is systematically spending little or no time on mathematics (which is quite typical), measuring children’s numeracy skills is likely not the best use of your resources—unless there is a strong developmental rationale or hypothesis to do so (or a desire to show that the program should consider focusing on that outcome). For instance, evaluators in a study of the impacts of a pre-K program in Boston included measures assessing pre-K impacts on executive function even though the program did not target these skills. They did so, however, to test a hypothesis theorizing developmental links between mathematics education (which was targeted) and emerging executive function capacities.

Second, evaluators should include measures of developmentally important skills, particularly those that predict later outcomes and that are fundamental, malleable, and would not be gained in the absence of pre-K. For instance, most children will acquire basic early reading skills such as letter-word recognition, whether they have had pre-K or not; in contrast, more complex language skills such as vocabulary are fundamental but may not be learned in the absence of pre-K.

We note also that much program administrative data generated as part of the pre-K program typically does not measure developmentally important skills that predict later outcomes (i.e., simple letter recognition versus developing a
rich vocabulary; counting versus problem solving), and thus evaluators should prioritize addition of these research-informed outcome measures.

Third, measures should show good reliability and validity. That is, good measures should produce consistent data regardless of the assessor, and they should assess the skill they purport to measure. The Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, 4th Edition (PPVT IV), which measures receptive vocabulary, has excellent reliability and validity.19

Fourth, evaluators may want to prioritize selecting measures that have been widely used for two reasons. First, this approach will enable you to select measures that have been demonstrated to detect the effects of high-quality preschool. Many studies, for example, have found that the Woodcock-Johnson Letter-Word Identification subscale (an early reading measure) can detect children’s gains in preschool.13-15,20 Second, using the same measures across studies facilitates cross-study comparisons of results that can inform national discussions of pre-K. The PPVT has been used across many different recent pre-K evaluations.14,20,21 Although assessments of social-emotional skills have been used less consistently across studies, there is now some agreement about the most important social-emotional constructs to capture when measuring these outcomes. For instance, behavior problems – those expressed as acting out and aggression, as well as those expressed as withdrawal and anxiety – have been raised as powerfully predictive of later negative social and academic outcomes and therefore may be worth prioritizing in the measures ‘toolbox’. Using the same measures or measuring the same constructs across contexts places study results more cleanly within the broader landscape of what is already known about the impacts of different preschool programs.

Finally, consider available languages for a given assessment, and inclusion of a short screener to determine in which language multi-lingual children should be assessed. An English-language assessment of a child who does not speak English will measure English-language abilities but not necessarily the developmental domain of interest; assessing a non-English speaker’s executive function in English will not accurately measure his or her executive function. Some assessments are available in both English and Spanish, such as the Woodcock-Johnson III and the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals, Version 5 (CELF-5). Sometimes non-equivalencies in the same test make it impossible to compare scores between English and Spanish versions. A Spanish-language version, for example, may have different content or rules about when to discontinue the assessment. Nevertheless, they do provide data that are informative and more culturally appropriate than English-only testing batteries.

Evaluators cannot give assessments in all languages, of course. Nor can you always find, train, and hire test assessors who speak all languages in a diverse district. The aim should be to meet the needs of the largest concentration of non-English speakers. One approach would be, as in the National Head Start Impact Study where the largest concentration of non-English speakers were Spanish speakers, to assess native English speakers in English, and Spanish-speaking children in Spanish, for instruments with English and Spanish versions at baseline. In that study, English-speaking children were also assessed on mathematics and early reading skills at baseline, but non-English speaking children
were not, because the instruments were not capable of yielding valid assessments among those children. At the end of the Head Start year, all children were assessed in English.

Assessment-selection principles can conflict. Evaluators of a preschool program that targets health may not be able to find many widely used measures. Health outcomes are not a common focus of many pre-K programs, and health is not typically included as an outcome in preschool evaluations. Nonetheless, keeping these principles in mind and balancing decisions across them can be useful in choosing what to measure and how to measure it.

Characteristics of Pre-K Programs, Classrooms, and Teachers

Effectively evaluating the effects of early childhood education programs requires a clear understanding of programmatic features. Was the program a full or half day? Did it run for the calendar year, the school year, or a portion thereof? Did it focus on early academic skills, or did it address broader skills? What did the program cost per child? What did children experience in the program? Documenting this information will allow you to determine whether program impacts varied by feature. This information also sheds important light on what is working well, what isn’t working, and needed improvements. To this end, it is worth investing in good data systems to carefully document variations in early learning experiences, even when services are provided or funded through multiple sectors. Below we highlight classroom features that may inform program implementation or quality monitoring or mediate links between pre-K participation and child outcomes for impact evaluations.

Curricula. Pre-K programs vary by type (and presence) of curricula and the degree to which they are implemented as intended across programs and within classrooms. Types of curricula include teacher-created curricula, off-the-shelf “emergent” curricula (which follow students’ interests within a broader framework), and child skill-specific curricula (which offer specific activities or emphases, such as mathematics, and follow a particular scope and sequence). Some curricula are easier to implement than others, and some are more effective than others in improving targeted skills (see the What Works Clearinghouse). Research increasingly points to domain-specific, empirically tested curricula as being more promoting of early learning gains than generic, whole-child curricula.1,2 Research also points to the importance of supports — like coaching — provided alongside a proven curriculum to amplify the value of the curriculum.

Documenting curricula in use (if any) and the degree to which they are well implemented is essential to ongoing quality assurance and process evaluations. These data (a) identify program and classroom strengths and areas for growth; (b) strengthen professional development activities, such as teacher coaching and training; and (c) document the conditions that contribute to impacts on children’s skills. In short, program impacts are larger when implementation fidelity is higher.

Evaluators will likely face measurement challenges, however, in documenting whether curricula are implemented as intended. Some curricula come with pre-made checklists to help you determine whether core components are
implemented as intended. In general, though, these checklists are not psychometrically valid (i.e., they have not been proven to measure what they intend to measure) and may not identify all the key implementation components. There are multiple ways to measure curriculum fidelity, the three most common measures relate to curriculum dosage, teacher adherence to core practices, and quality of delivery. Off-the-shelf checklists may not include these measures, even though they are important elements of curriculum implementation.

Best practices in fidelity measurement offer a way forward. In quality assurance and impact studies, researchers must identify the curriculum’s core practices and make sure that implementation measures and tools align with these practices. At minimum, the tool should measure dosage, adherence, and quality. Measuring implementation well will entail at least some on-site visit by someone who is trained to use the tool and who knows the curriculum well. Several high-quality curriculum implementation studies offer guidance.

Other dimensions of classroom quality. Measuring classroom and program quality provides important information that can explain why positive effects might occur and why variation in impacts might exist. It can also shed light on the level of quality within pre-K systems. Understanding classroom processes, meanwhile, can help inform discussions about what types or levels of quality are needed to yield higher outcomes.

Classroom and program quality vary markedly in the structural features that are regulated by the pre-K system, such as class size or teacher qualifications. Quality also varies by the classroom features that shape day-to-day experiences and learning environments, such as teacher-child interactions. Thus, researchers should measure the multiple domains of classroom and program quality that may affect children’s learning and experiences—even when they are studying a single program. Evaluators should pay particular attention to program-level and individual classroom quality; indeed, many quality features vary across classrooms in the same center or program.

A growing body of evidence shows that children’s learning gains from pre-K programs are often larger when programs provide cognitively stimulating experiences in an emotionally supportive environment and use developmentally appropriate practices. Assessing this type of “process quality” often requires classroom observations, which can be expensive to conduct, particularly if multiple classrooms are observed in a given program or center (as recommended). Nevertheless, observing children’s direct experiences in classrooms can help explain why certain pre-K programs are more effective than others and potentially provide possible targets for teacher improvement. When assessing children’s experiences in the classroom, domain-specific observational tools are preferred over global assessments of classroom quality. This is especially important if your questions have to do with the effectiveness of specific curricula or instructional strategies.

In addition, data collection efforts ideally include assessing program efforts to promote respectful interactions and cultural competence, such as using the child’s home language in the classroom and training teachers in cultural sensitivity. Also, programs’ ability to support children with special needs or disabilities, such as providing specialized staff training, incorporating screening procedures, planning for and
accommodating children with special needs, and documenting plans and activities, can provide more information about quality.

**Training and professional development.**
Measuring teacher training, professional development and other “information drivers” is important when evaluating process. These drivers typically include general child development training, specific curricular training, and/or coaching by an expert mentor who may or may not be tied to the delivery of a specific curriculum. Regardless of the model used, specifying support(s) is key; this might mean providing details on the content and dosage of the training or supports and teacher ratings of their usefulness and effectiveness. Evaluators can collect these data via document review, surveys (of teachers, coaches, and trainers), observations (of training and coaching sessions), and/or qualitative interviews with a sample of teachers and coaches. These data identify programs’ strengths and weaknesses.

Numerous studies suggest that ongoing quality assurance and teacher supports can ensure that classrooms offer children high-quality learning experiences. Key elements of effective professional development and on-site technical assistance are: training staff on the key elements of classroom quality and/or training individuals in evidenced-based curriculum, and emphasizing the application of knowledge to practice. Coaching models can also improve classroom quality and improve outcomes, particularly those in which expert coaches work with teachers to improve direct practices and provide constructive feedback using direct classroom observations.

Professional development or coaching services differ by type, quantity, and quality. An evaluation study should carefully measure each component. This may include: the goals of training or coaching and content (e.g., curriculum, classroom environment), coaches’ and trainers’ qualifications, the number and frequency of visits or training sessions, and session duration and length (the number of hours per session and the number of weeks or months). Professional development and supports are offered by various sources, such as curriculum developers, individual pre-K programs, the broader pre-K system, or through state Quality Rating and Improvement Systems (QRIS). In addition, individual teachers may experience different types of supportive services within the same program. An evaluation study should attempt to capture the full set of professional services offered as well as differences in teacher utilization of these services.

**Classroom composition.** It is also important to document the composition of the children in the pre-K program and in classrooms within the program. For instance, as mentioned earlier some pre-K programs only serve low-income children whereas others are open to all children. This level of information yields important data about on-the-ground realities and can determine how to best allocate program resources. Take a program in which 10 percent of children are English Language Learners (ELLs): Different supports are needed if ELLs are distributed evenly across program sites and classrooms than would be if they are highly concentrated in a few sites and classrooms. In addition, some research suggests that children see higher gains in school readiness if their pre-K peers have stronger cognitive skills and/or come from higher socio-economic status backgrounds.
Some programs have explicit mechanisms in place for integrating children with different skills and backgrounds; others don’t. Either way, take care to document the profile of program participants overall as well as the classroom-level average and range of child and family characteristics. This will help you communicate who is served and guide internal decisions and quality improvement efforts.

Dosage and attendance data. On the child or family level, some children may attend pre-K programs inconsistently or for fewer days than the program offers due to family preference, instability or irregular routines, or because of constraints due to parental work schedules, the presence of other young children in the home, or transportation issues. Many elements of classroom and program quality have strong associations with children’s learning, but these associations depend on how much the child actually attends the program which is sometimes referred to as dosage.47,48 A child who participates in a pre-K program for five hours a week, for example, may not experience the intended impact, even if the program is of very high quality. As a result, evaluators should ideally track attendance data, days enrolled, chronic absenteeism, and dropout or termination rates as they all affect dosage.

Enhanced Covariates (Typically Child, Family, and Program Characteristics)

In addition to the usual covariates that can be obtained from administrative data sources, it is sometimes possible and often advisable to get rich, textured information on child and family characteristics from the most authoritative source possible: parents. There are two very good reasons for this: First, it may reduce bias when estimating program impact by controlling for child and family characteristics that might be linked to both the treatment and desired outcomes. And second, it may help evaluators discern whether program impacts are greater for some subgroups of children than for others.

Parents can add to the mix of covariates with information relating to the size, composition, and income of the household (adults and children); children’s prior child care history; parents’ employment and marital status, education levels, and countries of origin; the primary language spoken at home; and estimates of children’s health and utilization of health care services (e.g., those provided by physicians, dentists, etc.). As with any survey, information about the respondent is important. Questions of particular interest might address the respondent’s relationship to the child in the study and whether he or she is the child’s primary caregiver.

Precise phrasing is also important. Remember that many people aren’t familiar with details about our education system, such as differences between state-funded pre-K programs and those offered by Head Start or that take place in a day care center or a family home. As such, questions about child care history should be written in a way that is clear and easy to understand by the lay public. Some people, meanwhile, are not comfortable revealing information about income, so evaluators might consider questions that ask respondents to check a box that discloses an income range (e.g., between $20,000 and $30,000) rather than asking them to estimate or reveal precise amounts. Also, questions about use of health care services
should allow for specification of the type of service provided (e.g., wellness visit, an emergency visit, etc.).

Be sure to take proven steps to increase participation rates. Parents of young children are very busy, and their response rates, perhaps not surprisingly, can be disappointing. To boost participation rates, send survey forms home with children through “backpack mail.” This increases the likelihood that parents will see the form when looking through other classroom materials. Ask them to return it either by backpack mail or “snail mail”—via a pre-addressed stamped envelope. Another strategy is to keep the survey short and offer a financial or other type of incentive to encourage participation.

Some incentives target individuals (e.g., small gift cards of $10 or $20 for completing and returning the survey within a specified period of time). Others target groups (e.g., pizza parties for classrooms or schools that meet specified response rates). Either will likely yield higher response rates. Last but not least, consider including Spanish-language versions of surveys in areas with large Hispanic populations.

---

**When drafting surveys, consider questions about the following characteristics:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Child Level:</th>
<th>Parent and Family Level:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Birthdate</td>
<td>• Level of education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Race or ethnicity</td>
<td>• Neighborhood of residence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Home language</td>
<td>• Household income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gender</td>
<td>• Marital status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Individualized Education Program status and diagnosis type</td>
<td>• Biological father’s place of residence (i.e., in or out of child’s primary residence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Baseline assessments of target school readiness skills (e.g., language, literacy, numeracy, executive function, socio-emotional skills, etc.)</td>
<td>• Immigration status and history (i.e., parents’ and children’s countries of origin and date of arrival in the United States)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Prior experience in child care programs</td>
<td>• Number of children in home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of books in the home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Primary home language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. How will you get the data?

— Collecting Reliable Data —

Who Will Collect Data?

Determining who will collect data, and which type of data they will collect, can be a complex decision. Different choices offer different tradeoffs, and tradeoffs vary by data type. Data collected by teachers is often less expensive than data collected by external staff. Young children may be more comfortable being assessed by a teacher than by someone they don’t know. One potential concern with teacher-collected data: Teachers may not be able to provide unbiased assessments of children’s progress or effectively rate the quality of instruction. Teachers are directly involved in the delivery of instruction and may have a vested interest in the results of the data. And, teachers’ assessments of student skills can interrupt instructional time. A recent study found that teacher-collected data is not very useful because teachers almost universally rate themselves as strong curriculum implementers. Ratings by coaches in the same study showed far more variability in teachers’ level of curriculum implementation. Independent observations of classroom quality by outside observers tend to be more costly, but they can provide more objective assessments of classroom quality, teacher practices, and children’s progress on learning outcomes.

In some cases, middle-ground options are possible. Teachers can collect baseline data that establish children’s skill levels at the beginning of the program, and external observers can collect the end-of-program outcomes that will be used to determine impact. Alternatively, coaches can collect some data, though researchers must determine whether the coach has incentives to over- or under-score child outcomes or classroom processes. Some coaches may be less biased (intentionally or unintentionally) if the outcome of the data is not tied to their own performance review and if the data are portrayed and used as formative and if they provide data on teachers they don’t coach.

Ensuring objective data collection is a priority, especially in impact evaluations. Determining whether a program is successful in affecting outcomes is a higher-stakes endeavor than a formative process study. A clear firewall between program administrators and teachers (or coaches) on the one side, and the impact study team on the other, will ensure that the study’s conclusions are correct—and less subject to debate.

Another possible source of data is existing data—that is, administrative data already collected for other purposes. Some of those other sources/purposes are listed below.

**State administrative data sources.** States (as well as counties, cities, and other local government bodies) have vast amounts of data that may be relevant to evaluation of pre-K programs. Often referred to as administrative or management information system data, these records include information on
families who have participated in different social programs such as Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (TANF), the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, formerly called food stamps), health insurance programs such as Medicaid or the State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP), and subsidies for child care, energy, and other needs. States also collect information from employers on employment and earnings, which covers most workers in the state, to inform the unemployment insurance system. Administrative data, particularly when linked across data sources, can provide substantial background information and prevent the need to collect it directly from families. As discussed at the end of this roadmap, concerns about data linking and data privacy must be addressed.

**K-12 school records.** School records are another important source of information: they can include child assessments as well as more ancillary data that provide important school-level contextual information such as staff orientation practices, staff retention rates, and frequency of staff meetings. Building an infrastructure to collect, store, and link early childhood data with K-12 child assessment (and other) data will provide opportunities to track children over time and evaluate long-term outcomes. Planning how to gather, store, and link these data in advance is key; it may be difficult (or impossible) to reconstruct longitudinal data after the evaluation has begun. Many states are creating longitudinal databases for K-12, and some are linking data to records from early education, post-secondary education, and workforce systems.

**Other early childhood data.** Information from a Quality Rating and Improvement System (QRIS), Head Start programs, or from state child care assistance programs may be useful for assessing the types and quality of early childhood programs children participated in before or instead of the pre-K program.

**Program cost data.** Cost data is also important to consider. This includes information on all resources needed to implement and run the program, whether paid by the school district, parents, state or federal government funds, or other sources (Bartik, Gormley, & Adelstein, 2012 discuss this briefly as it relates to the Tulsa pre-K program). Comprehensive cost information, which is needed for cost-effectiveness analysis, also includes in-kind donations such as donated space or equipment and volunteer time. (See Levin & McEwan, 2000 for technical details on cost effectiveness analysis).

### Reliability of Data Collection

Developing a clear plan to establish and maintain reliability for primary data collection will ensure the quality and rigor of your evaluation and will help produce stable and consistent results that can be compared to other evaluation studies. In addition, sound data collection procedures boost teachers’ and administrators’ confidence that they are being assessed fairly and ensure their continued buy-in.

Establishing and maintaining data reliability is expensive and should be calculated into time and budget estimates. Consider the following factors when assessing the quality of data collection efforts. First, a study should clearly define the qualifications of data collectors. This includes the collectors’ level of education and
their experience working with early childhood education programs and research projects. Second, the study needs a clear plan to ensure reliability based on the measures selected. This is particularly important for classroom observations, which often require standardized, but subjective, coding of the classroom environment. Components to consider are: training schedules (i.e., how much time will elapse between the training and the beginning of data collection efforts?); duration (i.e., how long will the training last?), and trainer identity (who will lead the training?). Evaluators should also determine how to establish reliability for each measure. After data collectors are trained, evaluators should check in periodically to ensure quality assurance. This will give collectors the opportunity to practice coding and give feedback on assessments, as well as to provide checks on reliability to avoid drift over time. In addition, data collection should take place at consistent times of the day and document factors that may affect data quality, such as fire drills or the presence of substitute teachers.52,53

Frequency of Data Collection

Implementation data. Implementation data are often collected via classroom observations or teacher surveys, both of which can burden teachers or other staff in the classroom. As such, these data are typically not collected as often as evaluators would like. Ideally, evaluators will collect quality classroom observation data at the beginning and end of each school year. In practice, however, this type of high-quality data collection is less frequently carried out. Many Quality Rating and Improvement Systems (QRIS), for example, only collect quality data every three years. Also, note that teachers are already over-burdened with data collection and other responsibilities, so it may be helpful to embed pre-K data collection into larger, ongoing data collection efforts.

Outcome data. Evaluators must also decide how often to collect outcome data. In many pre-K evaluations, outcome data are collected at or near the end of the pre-K year; studies show it takes about this much time for many children to realize preschool’s positive benefits. More broadly, decisions about timing should consider the program’s theory of change, especially if the theory anticipates when particular effects will manifest, based on findings from past research and child development.

Tracking Students over Time

To understand whether and why pre-K programs have lasting impacts beyond kindergarten, you will want to track students over time: this is a longitudinal study. The hardest part of a longitudinal impact study is simply keeping track of your students. Some will continue their education in the same public school district. Others will move to another school district or state. And still others will move to private or charter schools. Some may eventually attend school on a military base and others at home. The fact is: students are highly mobile!

So, think of the search for elusive students as an iterative process. Start with administrative records: at the state level, these should tell you where a child moved if they were given a state ID for pre-K that is unique and maintained through K-12 education. Begin with the district or county in which a child attended school (or pre-K) the previous year, and then search nearby counties. Keep in touch with families to get periodic address updates and to ask parents about children’s future school plans. The state
department of education has a wealth of information. The advantage of this data is its breadth; in theory, they know the whereabouts of every public school student in every public school in the state. Other state officials can also be helpful (e.g., those who administer the state child care subsidy program; officials in the state department of health and mental health). You might even seek a letter of support from the governor or another high-ranking official.

Much of your digging will likely require the consent and active cooperation of local school districts. The advantage of this data is its depth. Local districts have information on standardized test scores, grades, courses and coursework, attendance records, disciplinary records, and so forth. Keep in mind that a local school superintendent’s consent is needed to access confidential data. With a higher-ranking official’s support, many mid-level managers will field your requests. Don’t take such cooperation for granted, though. The superintendent’s official support opens the door to people who have needed data, but it does not guarantee that your needs will be prioritized. Also, you may still need to follow district norms and practices, such as the submission of lengthy research request forms. Be patient but also persistent. If foot-dragging is a problem, ask the superintendent or other officials to intervene.

Figuring out who is who can be surprisingly difficult (unless there are unique student IDs used). Students may change their names as a result of divorce, adoption, or other circumstances, and typos and misspellings occur. You may need to do some detective work to determine whether Student Y and Student X are one and the same. What if they have the same name but different dates of birth? What if they have the same date of birth but different names? To answer these types of questions, develop an algorithm or use one that is already available. For example, STATA (a data analysis resource) offers a “reclink” program that matches students by three data points and produces an estimated probability that the students are the same. You may have to add additional descriptors into the mix. Inevitably, though, judgment calls are unavoidable.

Capacity to Gather Data from Participants and Comparison Children

Process and implementation data. Ideally, all process and implementation data will capture the experiences of both children in the pre-K program and those in the comparison group (assuming a research design that has a comparison group). Data on the experiences of both the treatment and comparison group are crucial to identifying the true treatment contrast—e.g., the difference in what the treatment group received versus the counterfactual. Several recent studies have highlighted that preschool program impacts differ greatly depending on the experiences of the children in the comparison group. For example, effects tend to be considerably larger if the comparison group experienced care provided by a parent than by another center-based preschool program.

Practically and logistically, comparable data on the control group can be difficult and expensive to obtain. Collecting data on curriculum fidelity and instructional quality experienced by control-group children, for example, entails tracking them into their alternative settings and obtaining permission to collect program- and classroom-level data. Using the same setting-level measures may not be possible in all treatment and comparison group settings, especially if comparison group children are at home or in
family child care (FCC) settings. Families of comparison group children and their program directors and teachers also likely will not feel as connected to the research project and are more likely to refuse to participate in data collection efforts.

At minimum (and for relatively little cost), evaluators can ask parents of comparison group children about their children’s primary care setting. The impact evaluation of Boston’s pre-K program used this type of data and was able to determine that about two-thirds of comparison group children were enrolled in other non-parental care settings.\(^{14}\) If more funds are available, the same kinds of process and setting-level data should be collected in both treatment and comparison settings.

The National Head Start Impact Study, for example, tracked and documented in detail the experiences of comparison-group children whenever possible.\(^{20}\) In addition to teacher surveys, the study team administered observational quality measures of settings experienced by treatment and control groups. For those in center-based preschools, the study team used the Early Childhood Environment Rating Scale-Revised (ECERS-R). For study children enrolled in family child care settings, they used the Family Day Care Rating Scale (FDCRS), which is similar but not identical to the ECERS-R. For children in parent care, no comparable quality measures were available. Despite these limitations, the available data on the comparison group’s experiences were extremely helpful in unpacking the study’s results. These data also subsequently made possible sophisticated analytic approaches to understanding Head Start’s effects on study children.\(^{56}\)

**Outcome measures.** Ideally, comparable evaluation data should be collected on both the treatment and control groups and on the primary care setting each child attends. Operationalizing outcome measures in the same way in both groups is crucial to drawing valid inferences.\(^9\) Data on the experiences of both the treatment and comparison groups are crucial to identifying the true treatment contrast—e.g., the difference in what the treatment group received versus the counterfactual.\(^{54}\) Treatment impacts (or lack thereof) can then be interpreted considering what the actual differences in experiences were between the treatment and control groups.

Logistically, as explained in the *Process Evaluation* section, comparable data on the control group can be difficult and costly to obtain. It can require extensive (and expensive) tracking of children into many different alternative care settings. Measurement limitations are also at play. For children in parent care, no measures of the home environment are directly equivalent to measures of preschool classroom quality. Nonetheless, to the extent possible, evaluation teams should budget for tracking the experiences of children in the control group. Again, the Head Start Impact Study offers one example of how to do so (see full example in the *Process Evaluation* section).
VII. What else should you consider before you start?

There are a few other things to consider when planning, launching, and seeing an evaluation effort to completion. The first bucket of additional items may be thought of as infrastructure: the feasibility and quality of an evaluation depends on setting up the necessary infrastructure, which could include systems for data linking, protecting private data, and sharing data. We discuss those items below, but urge you to also think about things like ensuring adequate staff and clarifying roles, setting up advisory committees and review processes, and planning for the production of reports and dissemination. Next, we briefly highlight the role of research-practice partnerships, which can be invaluable when designing and conducting a pre-K evaluation as well interpreting findings from the evaluation efforts. Finally, we touch on stakeholders.

**Infrastructure**

*Data linking.* As mentioned above, a unique student identifier (where each child has a unique number that is the same in each data system) is ideal as it facilitates tracking students longitudinally after they leave the pre-K program and if they leave the school district. However, one of the biggest challenges of creating longitudinal datasets is the ability to link data across different systems. To find family information, linking to government agency and workforce information systems may require unique family or parent identifiers, which must also link to the child data. Social security numbers (SSNs) are unique identifiers for most parents and children; however, the federal government encourages the use of alternative identifiers rather than SSNs to reduce the risk of identity theft. Keeping and encrypting SSNs in the database as a secondary identifier is an acceptable practice (see Social Security Administration regional guidelines for protecting SSNs).

When evaluators lack access to a unique identification number for each child, statistical methods can match children across data systems in order to link data. These approaches typically use a combination of name, gender, birthdate, and other information to match children on a probabilistic basis.

*Data privacy.* Educators are generally very familiar with data privacy regulations for student records (see the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, FERPA). Other data, if linked with student records, may be subject to additional state or federal data privacy rules. As part of the evaluation planning process, consider how the linked data will be stored, who will have access, and how confidentiality will be protected. All users of the data should be aware of and follow data privacy restrictions. Local research partners, particularly if they are new to the education research field, may not be aware of data privacy rules. A data sharing agreement, specifying roles and responsibilities with regards to
data privacy, may be especially helpful in this case.

**Data sharing agreements.** Government agencies, school districts and other organizations are likely to have policies in place that require signed, written data-sharing agreements when sharing data with other organizations or researchers. These agreements typically describe the purpose of the agreement, including the research and evaluation objectives, detail the data to be shared, and specify the roles and responsibilities of the parties. These agreements can also include specific privacy safeguards and any restrictions on use or sharing of the data. More broadly, a long-term strategy for the governance and support of longitudinal data systems should be considered.

**Research Partnerships**

When planning pre-K evaluation studies, it is helpful to form partnerships with local researchers; this will inform the overall evaluation plan and support data collection. Local researchers may be able to provide valuable additional perspectives on the work and can help you decide which children to include, what types of data can address the research goals, and when new data should be collected (beyond any existing data that might be used). Research partners can also provide guidance in the selection of appropriate measures. And, researchers can often bring capacity to apply for research grants that would bring in external funds to evaluate programs with rigor.

Universities and community colleges are also key partners, as they may have the capacity to provide local research support for pre-K evaluations. Most universities and community colleges employ faculty with expertise in training college students to teach or study children. These faculty or staff members can be found in departments administering teacher preparation programs for early childhood, elementary, or special education. Additional experts can be found in other types of departments with interests in young children, such as psychology, human or child development, and public policy. In addition to their expertise, these individuals also will be working with undergraduate and graduate students who have interests in the same areas and who can provide the basis for a team of data collectors. Such students may be interested in conducting research as part of their degree programs and may appreciate opportunities for extra income. Universities also have the capacity to manage tasks such as maintaining compliance with review boards that govern research regulations and managing payroll for data collectors. Some local nonprofit organizations with interests and expertise in early childhood may also have the capacity to manage or assist with research tasks in ways similar to universities or community colleges. For more information on research-practice partnerships, see Coburn et al., 2013.

**Stakeholders**

Pre-K programs and their evaluations affect many stakeholders, including families, teachers and support staff, principals, superintendents, and other education policymakers. Setting up a strategy for keeping your stakeholders informed about the planning, progress, and outcome of your evaluation efforts is important: such a strategy might involve convening regular town-hall style meetings at community centers, libraries, schools, etc.; posting short summaries or briefs on websites; creating newsletters to be distributed electronically.
Informing these stakeholder groups about your evaluation at the beginning of the process, and keeping them in the loop as the evaluation proceeds and begins to produce evidence, is not only best practice for strong community relations but will greatly enhance the chances that your evidence will be used for program improvement efforts. And that is, after all, the goal of providing a strong roadmap for your evaluation effort.

**VIII. Conclusion**

It is our hope that after reading this roadmap, you feel more prepared to continue the critical work of building this educational highway system of which pre-K is a core element. State-funded pre-K programs have been the focus of nearly two decades of evaluation research—research that has produced a large body of evidence on the immediate impacts of pre-K programs on children’s school achievement and pointed to some good bets about the inputs that produce these impacts. But there is more work to be done: with this roadmap in hand, evaluators can share and compare knowledge so that, together, we can support school systems across the country. As they are better able to identify the factors that distinguish effective programs from less effective ones and take constructive action to better meet our country’s educational and workforce goals, we can truly build a better tomorrow.
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